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Returning to A Traditional
Venture Model
Partners promote their roots as entrepreneurs
By Matthew Silfee

Luke Nosek, left, and Ken Howery
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Founders Fund sees its hands-on approach to high-tech
projects recalling a classic ethos in venture capital

ounders Fund, backed by some of the folks behind PayPal, Facebook and
Napster, has just completed raising $250 million for its third investment
vehicle.
As you might expect from the creators of some of the biggest Internet blockbusters, the portfolio includes a company developing rockets to ferry
supplies for U.S. space missions, a business that makes robots for law enforcement agencies, and several startups involved with social networking.
Founders Fund’s managing partners said they want to take on the role of a
traditional venture backer by providing both coaching and financing for young
companies.
Each of its four managing partners — Luke Nosek, Peter Thiel, Ken Howery
and Sean Parker — has been behind at least one startup.
“Would you rather have a coach who’s played football before, or would you
rather have a coach who’s studied the theory of football in the classroom but
never played?” Howery said. “I don’t see that changing anytime soon.”
Jay MacDonald, a partner at Desilva+Phillips, a New York investment bank
advising dealmakers in the media, information and technology markets, says
this model characterizes the future of venture capitalism. “Founders Fund was
one of the first, or one of a handful, but there are many more VCs being created
now by entrepreneurs who have exited their businesses.”
This sort of backing involves entrepreneurs “mentoring while making money,”
MacDonald said. “We are likely to see the trend picking up in coming years.”
Nosek said most venture capitalists “are still hiring MBAs and investment bankers.” By contrast, “our strategy is a return to the original days of venture capitalists, when VCs had started companies — kind of a return to the ’70s and ’80s.”

Obama walking with Elon Musk. The rocket is
one being readied by a Founders Fund company.

The fund has three principals in addition to its four managing
partners. Three of the partners share a common background:
employment at PayPal, the electronic payment facilitator founded in December 1998 by Thiel, Max Levchin and Elon Musk
and originally located in office space above a bakery in Palo Alto,
Calif. Today the eBay Inc. unit has
87 million users in 190 markets
and handles 24 currencies.
Thiel’s tenure as PayPal’s chairman and chief executive culminated with its $1.5 billion sale to eBay
in 2002. After that, he founded a
hedge fund and helped launch Palantir Technologies, a software company named for a set of magical stones in J.R.R. Tolkien’s “Lord of The Rings” trilogy.
Also, as a venture capitalist, Thiel funded companies like
Facebook; in fact, he was its first outside investor and director.
Howery, PayPal’s first chief financial officer, was a partner in
Thiel’s private venture investments and did the due diligence
for his Facebook investment. Nosek oversaw PayPal’s marketing
and developed its “instant transfer” service.
Parker, no stranger to Internet startups, co-founded Napster
in 1999 when he was 19 years old. Two years later, he co-founded
Plaxo, a website that hosts address books. He served as its president until 2004, when he helped Mark Zuckerberg develop
Facebook.
In addition to the social networking site, Founders Fund’s
portfolio has just over three dozen companies, including Space
Exploration Technologies, a Hawthorne, Calif., company that
designs rockets to launch objects into outer space.
In December 2008, SpaceX and Orbital Sciences Corp. won
a contract to send supplies to the International Space Station
after the space shuttles are retired.
“We have been looking all our lives at what the next generation of technology will be, all the way back from when we were
children reading science fiction novels up to the point where we
were in universities, and many of us were studying engineering
and computer science,” said Nosek.
Another portfolio company, Clickable, offers technology designed to improve the efficiency of Internet advertising. RoboteX designs and manufactures robots used by agencies like the
Oakland, Calif., Police Department’s special weapons and tactics

team. “For callouts involving barricaded subjects, hostage rescues, and other high-risk entries, we can now send in a robot before we go in ourselves,” the SWAT team wrote in a note posted
on the company’s website.
Despite the unique pedigree of its partners, Founders Fund, like
other participants in the venture
capital world, faces tough market
conditions; capital markets remain
fragile, so exiting an investment
through an initial public offering
is not a foregone conclusion the
way it was just a decade ago.
In the second quarter, there were 17 venture-backed IPOs valued at $1.3 billion, and that was the strongest quarter for IPOs
(by number and dollar value) since the fourth quarter of 2007,
according to data compiled by the National Venture Capital
Association.
Also, mergers and acquisitions involving companies with venture capital backing have bounced back from the most problematic markets of recent years, according to the industry group,
though the number of second-quarter acquisitions fell 22.7%
from the first quarter, to 92, and their dollar value dropped 26%,
to $133.3 million.
“There are a few ways of looking at it. You could think that
there is something wrong with the IPO market, or you could
think that there is something wrong with the companies that
most VCs are backing, that they’re not actually worthy of going
public,” Nosek said. “We can’t control the market, but we can
choose which companies to invest in.”
MacDonald said Facebook, in particular, has strong prospects
for going public; the only thing unclear to him is the timing.
“Facebook, more than likely, is going to be an IPO,” he said. “But
they shouldn’t be in any rush. There’s no pressure for them to
exit. Facebook is in a very unique position. It is a phenomenon
that is continuing to grow and develop.”
He also said other companies are copying the social aspect of
the site. “Ninety-nine percent of businesses have some element
of social media. Social networking is accelerating use. Those
businesses that don’t have it are deep into the throes trying to
develop it.”
Howery said Founders Fund has “a number of companies that
we do think could be ready to go public in the near term” if they

Nosek says its holdings can
be “very valuable, but to
fully realize that value, you
don’t want a quick exit.”

wanted to go public. “The key thing is that these companies are
creating value. We’re less concerned about the IPO market in
the short term than in the long term because most of our companies are still in the growth stage.”
Nosek said: “In making these really ambitious bets, whether that’s trying to open up the space exploration market with
SpaceX or the human genome, these companies can become very
valuable, but to fully realize that value, you don’t want a quick
exit. It pays to be patient with a company where most of the
value could come in the later years.”
Founders Fund has crafted several ways to help the companies in its portfolio deliver a payoff for investors without going
through an IPO. It grants entrepreneurs so-called Series FF
stock, which can later be sold to investors at the price last paid
for preferred stock.
“An entrepreneur has a lot of his or her wealth in the company
in private stock and so might be tempted to take an acquisition
offer before the company has fully matured,” Howery said. “Series FF stock allows these founders to take some modest liquidity as the company matures in various stages.”
Facebook, with nearly half a billion accounts, gets significant revenue from advertising, according to Howery. But the
VC fund wants most of its businesses to derive revenue from
user subscriptions. “We started avoiding some of the companies
that were just relying on advertising revenue over the past two
and a half years and shifted on the consumer side to companies
with business models more focused on visual goods or subscriptions.”
For example, ZocDoc, a company that is within Founders
Fund’s third fund, allows patients to book medical appointments
online. It charges doctors a monthly fee of $200 to $250.
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Venture Capital’s
New Pioneers
Many of the companies seeded by Founders Fund offer
up some advanced ideas and technology
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